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I. §Eian Situation (Morning Session, 23 Januaryfi 

Summary: Mr. Cremeans briefed the consultants on recent develop- 

ments in the Syrian situation, highlighting the struggle for power 

which is apparently taking place within the ruling group between a 

pro-Soviet faction and an Egyptian-supported neutralist faction. He 

discussed the prospects for Syrian-Egyptian union in the light of these 

developments. Several of the consultants expressed doubt that Egypt's 

apparent opposition to pro-Soviet elements in Syria was really a 

development favorable to US interests in the Middle East. It was 

generally agreed that new manifestations of Egyptian-Syrian unity 

would probably have a significant effect on the course of developments 

in Jordan, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. 

II» NIE 12-55: OUTLOOK FOR STABILITY IN THE EASTERN EUROPEAN SATELLITES 
(Morning and Afternoon Sessions, 23 January) 

Summary: Discussion of the Satellite paper occupied about half 

of the morning session and the beginning of the afternoon session on 

23 January. There were few major disagreements with the substance of 

the paper, which was discussed in terms centering on Poland, the impact 

of Western policies on the Satellites, and Soviet-Satellite-Western 

relations. A division concerning the Polish estimate emerged, but 
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was resolved by general-agredaent that the-Ii!‘-13114.0! it heland is 
precarious but probably not explosive., There appeared to be common 

agreement that the attempt to deal with Western policy in an HIE was 

a good development. Host of the consultants were in accord with the 

substance of that section and some offered suggestions for improving 

its form. The relatively brief discussion tr Soviet-Satellite rela- 
tions included comment on the extent of Yugoslav influence in Eastern 

Europe, Bloc economic relations, and East-West trade and cultural 

contacts, 

Highlights of the Discussion 

SMITH opened the discussion by remarking that our Estimates 

written prior to the Hungarian and Polish affairs had regarded the 

Satellites as "monolithic" and had, as a consequence, seriously erred 

in judgment. 

MOSELY suggested that the errors were understandable since revolts 

are not easy to foresee, and AMORY noted that the Satellite estimate 

published in early 1956 had been written prior to Khrushchev's secret 

speech on Stalin (February 1956). BOWIE said that the basic failing 

in the earlier NIEs was the conviction that, despite unrest in the 

Satellites, the Soviets would be able to keep a grip on the situation. 

-3- 
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SMITH, referring specifically to 12-58, posed two questions: 

(1) what was the consultants! reaction to the last section dealing 
with the impact of Western policies-a "maiden" effort in NIEs; and 

(2) were there any general comments on the -other portions of 12-58-- 
anything intolerable or any major points omitted? 

STRAYER responded, criticizing the section on Poland. He stated 

that the situation in Poland is far more precarious than suggested in 
this estimate. He just did not believe that the Poles could success- 

fully walk a tightrope for the next five years or so. BOWIE agreed, 
and AMORI pointed out that the British would agree too. 

A general discuss ion of the precarious situation in Poland ensued, 
with LANGER making the point that the "Polish communist party is 

stronger than we had thought." BOWIE wondered if that weren't partially 
the result of sufference on the part of the Roman Catholic Church in 

Poland. MOSELY said the regime can count on tolerance from groups who 

would be opposed were it not for the Soviet threat. AMORY added that 

the Natolinist had been cleaned out and that the peasants are better 

off now than at any time in the last fifty years. 

STRAYER restated his objection, noting that popular enthusiasm 

for the regime is waning, the economy is sagging, etc., and ascing 

._h;, 
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whether the Soviets would tolerate such a deterioration. LANGER asked 
what the alternatives to the present situation are. 

SMITH called attention to paragraph 10, dealing in part with the 
possible affects on Poland of a withdrawal of foreign economic aid. 
Did the consultants think that, in ‘the event of a loss of such aid, the 
Polish regime could revise its investment program and -thereby avoid 
trouble with the people? 

KNORR said that this was conceivable in economic terms but it might 
not be done because of the regime's ideological convictions. Further, 
such an investnent shift would perforce involve a big transfer of the 
labor force. MOSELY felt that if Soviet aid were withdrawn, the people 
would rally behind the regime and support an investment shift, and 
BLACK said that the US would probably step up its aid in such an event. 
STRAYER said that withdrawal of Soviet aid is highly unlikely. 

SMITH then asked if all were agreed that , if a revolt occurs, it 
is most likely to be caused by economic distress. ~ 

KNORR thought so, given the other factors considered in the esti- 
mate. ARMSTRONG said that a revolt would be caused by economic dis- 
tress and the "Moscovite presence." SPRAY ER believed that the cause 
would be political. LANGER commented on the tmlflcelihood of any revolt, 

-5- 
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citing the effect of the Hungarian example and noting that the Poles 

had endured OppreSS10!'1 in the 19th century for long periods. AMORY 

addedcthat he had been told that many young polish intellectuals-- 

feeling that things were too tough nationally--were focusing all their 

energies on material improvemaxt, in the spirit of 19th century Polish 

neo-positivism. 

SMITH observed that there now seemed to be general agreement that 

the situation in Poland is precarious but that it would probably stay 

that way without an explosion---which, he noted, is more or less the 

way the estimate puts it. He then changed the subject to Soviet- 

Satellite economic relations and asked 11' the Satellites could now be 

considered an economic liability to the USSR. 

There appeared to be general agreement with LmDER's remark that 

this is a matter of very complicated figuring and that the question 

probably cannot be answered, All also agreed, however, that the change 

in economic relations had been in the Satel1ites' favor. LINDE2 traced 

the evolution of Soviet economic practice in the area, describing the 

first period (post war) as "straight robbery," the second as "trade on 

terms very advantageous to the U$R," and the third as involving 

"investment and long-term paper, with the Soviets dominant in the 

current account 0 " 

-6-» 
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SMITH observed that the Sovietempire 

emmistmtiw," not pemwehtly enpisitive... ma hat Q,» accompanied 
by political changes--the day hf imlimited ‘$cvie"t control is at an end._ 

STRAIER demurred, stating that if the Soviets continue to receive fewer 

and fewer hard goods mm the _sa1=e1i1tes,» they will revert to tougher 

management. 

A brief discussion of the strategic value of the Satellites to the 

USSR included BULL's remark that the Soviets would not risk removing 

their troops from the area under virtually arw circumstances. LARGER 

concurred, but BLACK noted that the need for large standing armies has 

diminished. BLACK criticized the estimate for omitting consideration of 

the strategic factors.
' 

SMITH then shifted the conversation to the estimate's section on 

the impact of Western policies and asked for cormnents, There was gen- 

eral agreement that this section was a worthwhile and "encouraging" 

innovation in an NIE- 

LANGER stated that he agreed with the estimate that there is not 

much the West can do in the Satellites.‘ In his opinion, the West 

"shouldn't push too hard"; if the situation -is going to disintegrate, 

it will do so by itself. Outside actions to hasten the process might 

actually slow it up. 

- 7 - 
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The discussion then centered on paragraph Sh, dealing with the 
possible impact of Soviet troop withdrawals or East-West negotiations 
discussing such an eventual ity. After some disagreement over specifics 
had emerged, ARMSTRONG expressed the opinion that the subject of nego. 
tiations warranted more thought," possibly in a special study. ARMSTRONG 

and LANGER agreed that a clearer differentiation between the Satellites 
should be made in any such study- 

During the afternoon session, SMIIH raised the qxestion of '1‘ito's 

influence on the other Satellites. MOSELY pointed out the unique 

origin of Tito's regime and said that Yugoslavia does not offer the 

other Satellites much inspiration. He agreed with ARMSTRONG that 
there had been little change in Yugos1avia's international position 

over the past two years, but added that since the rapprochement with 

the USSR, Belgrade has looked ahead 10-15 years--it used to look ahead 

in tems of months. The Yogoslavs are now very much impressed with the 

inevitability of Communism in the underdeveloped areas of the world. V 

SMITH wondered if the only significant thing to look for in the 

Satellites was disaffection in the leaderships, not in the peoples. 
BLAGK thought most disaffected leaders had been purged. 2 asked 
how a drift toward greater freedom from Moscow could be recognized by 
the intelligence community if the Satellite leaders involved were not 

-8- 
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anxious to call such a trend to Moscow's attention, He cited lhmania 

as a possible example. LANGER didn't think it could be recognized; 

STRAYER thought that economic indicators would be the most revealing 

in this event. ' 

mossm pointed to cultural relations as an indicator and mentioned 

Rumania's recent moves in this fielda This led to a general discussion 

of East-West cultural and economic contacts, with AMOIU conlnenting on 

the Soviet willingness to expand such contacts. BOWIE ranarked that 

this willingness was in large part the result of the heavy Soviet 

propaganda pitch and ARMSTRONG agreed, pointing to the relatively 

greater contacts between the USSR and the underdeveloped areas. AMORY 

observed that there had bem few Soviet defections in the West and 
added that such defections would not be in the West's interests anyhow-- 

the US wants Bloc visitors to go back home to spread their impressions 

of the West. 

Following the DIRED'1‘0R's arrival, SMITH recapitulated the morning 

session on Poland and on the impact of Western policies. The DIRECTOR 

expressed interest in the estimate the situation in Poland V vis a vis 

after Gomulka's death and spoke generally of the Satellites. He called 

attention to a report he had read on Czechoslovakia which said that the 

situation was slowly liberalizing, despite the absence of revolts. He 

Z 9 @ 
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then asked if axwone doubted that it was in the US interest to expand 

trade contacts with the East. There was general agreement that this 

was in the US interest. This was followed by further discussion of 

Soviet motives. 

*SEB'$— 
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Discussion of the World Situation paper filled three separate 

sittings of the meeting and ranged over a number of arbitrarily 

selected controversial high points. There was considerable dvision 

over the paper's full impact between those who found its tone of 

pessimsm suited to the moment and those who felt it tended to 

underestimate the long range dfficulties which the Soviet bloc 

would increasingly face. Although no firm agreements were reached 

in debate, the force of dscussion indicated a few major developments 

of common concernt (l) that the Soviets were experiencing great 

success with non-military methods of implementing their national 

interests, and that these methods were attuned to the general nature 

of political and economic evolution in the underdeveloped areas of 

the world, (2) that both in the Jest and elsewhere new opportunities 

for independence, if not for neutralism, were stirring the thoughtful, 

and provided significant portents of the pattern of future alignments, 

and (3) that conditions of mutual deterrence in the cold.war were 

shaping basic strategic thinking and policy motivations of the principal 

antagonists, but that imponderables remained which emphasized the risks 

and raised the stakes of the game, 

, - 11 - 
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Highlights of the Discussion 

(Afternoon Session, 23 January) 

SMITH summarized the discussion on the World Situation paper 

which had taken place at the last meeting" of the consultants, He 

pointed out that the draft which the consultants were now considering 

had not yet been approved by the Board and would be affected by the 

present meetings. He remarked that the single most important event 

of the past year was the alteration of the structure of power and 

prestige in the world wherein the USSR had gained considerably. He 

asked for comment on (a) the general import of the whole paper, and 

(b) whether any significant factors had been omitted. 

All of the consultants expressed general approval of the paper. 

LANGEB, MILLIKAN, STRAYER, and BULL felt that the tone was a little 

too gloomy. BLACK, KNORR, ARFISTRONG, LINDER, and MOSELY did not 

share this feeling.
t 

SQRAYER suggested that the underdeveloped countries were making 
cold-blooded decisions in the light of their own interests rather 

than succumbing to Communist blandishments or achievements, BULL 

poihted out that the underdeveloped countries in many cases have 

.. J2 .- 
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very poor alternatives to their present positions and that this will 

act as a check on their adopting a pro-Soviet policy. He added that 

the full impact of Soviet technical achievements will probably beielt -- 

especially in Western Europe -- only when Soviet mssiles are operational 
and site emplacements completed. 

BLACK said that many of the pessimistic factors in the paper had‘ 

existed for some time but had not previously been recogniaed sufficiently. 

ARMSTRONG indicated his deep ccncorn over the unfavorable reaction in 

Western Europe, particularly in England, to recent Soviet achievements. 
' ' Statesman He read excerpts from an editorial in the Egg . to demonstrate 

the intensity of this reaction. 

MILLIKAN felt that the paper placed too great emphasis on the 

psychological aspect and paid too little attention to actual developments 

which may occur in the near future. Citing the example of Indonesia, 

he stressed the importance of internal developments in various countries 

which develop independently of their leaders‘ attitudes toward the US.ISSR 
competiticn but are frequently a vital setting for that competition. 
He also suggested that the paper should give more attention to the 

Q13- 
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relationship of the strategic military situation to potentiai?ag§§§l'
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crises -- e.g. the Soviet leaders may feel that theireznnangedfglobal 

military strength MAY make the US less willing to_e§;lpy militafy 
. 
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force against them and thus increase the chances or "brushfire" 
. .- 

, . . _ , . 

' 1 

conflicts. 
' ' 

\ 

BOWIE agreed that more attention should be paid to the real a1ter- I 

natives that various countries face and less to the frame of mind of * 

their leaders. He said that the paper in general could be looked upon 

as a companion piece to an annual strategic policy review; as such, 

the long term view is important, and more attention could well be 

given to the underlying prospects in the less-developed countries. 
¢¢ 

KNORR expressed the feeling that the psychological approach in
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parts of the paper was a great virtue. He pointed out this does not i 

appear elsewhere and suggested that specific developments in the under- 

developed countries have been and can better be treated in area papers. 

SMITH suggested that the paper's emphasis on attitudes could be 

justified in part by the fact that a major facet of sputnik was that 

it revealed to the world the potential of Soviet technological develop- 

ment which had previously been known only to relatively small informed~ 

groups. ARMSTRONG agreed that this made it desirable to focus the 

paper on attitudes. 
_11,_ 
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Commenting on possible omissions from the paper; LINDER suggested 

the desirability of consideration of the population problem and its 

impact in the uncommitted countries and recomended more emphasis on 

the raw material resources of these countries. ARMSTRONG thought 

that recent changes in Western Europe deserved more attention and 

recommended particularly that more detailed treatment be given to 

individual countries rather than focusing analysis on the area as a 

whole. MOSELY also felt that differentiation should be made as to 

how various countries are coping with their problems and suggested 

that sometimes they can usefully be judged on that basis. LANGER pointed 

out that the paper pays relatively little attention to Soviet weaknesses 

and problems which are still very real in certain areas. 

At SMITH's request,{::::::1summed up the State Department's 

reading of world reaction to recent Soviet technological advances. 

He indicated that in wobld opinion an in-balance does now exist to 

some degree between the US and the USSR, and that as long as it does, 

some of the uncommitted groups, which doubt the US ability to catch 

up, may gravitate toward the USSR. - 

@150 
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Turning to the strategic aspects of the pnesnt and probable future 
world situation, STRAYER commented that the major fast is that the USSR 

can new -- or will be able soon -- to hurt the U3 badly and quickly;
\ 

MOSELY suggested that the Soviet leaders have probably for some time 

been weighing the possibility of preventive war, but new they can feel 
that it is a real option which they have. He opined that it is at 

least possible under these circustances that they might at some 
stage decide to use a decisive technical advantage to attempt to 

end the competition with the US. MLLIKAN asked if the appraisal of 
to the US had shifted sharply over the past few months. §‘ "<94 

THE DIRECTOR replied that there was nothing qualitatively new 

in recent developments, although there was a new time element involved. 

The main change resulting from hard intelligence was to bring closer 

by a year or a year-andea-half our estimate of the time at which they 
would have certain capabilities. In response to a question from 

MOSELY as to whether the Russians had this demonstrated their ability 
to speed up their programs, THE DIRECTOR said that from their point 
of view, no speed-up may have taken place; we merely gained additional 
information on what was going on.

I 
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MILLIKAN felt that the time element in the balance of US-USSR
4 

strategic capabilities was of vital importance and that the facts of 

the strategic competition should be discussed in realer terms than 

merely world reaction to it. 

In response to SMITH ‘s request for eomment on the subject of 

negotiations with the USSR, STRAYER and BLACK indicated their un- 

certainty as to the meaning and implicaticns of paras. 33 and 35 

of the paper. In explaining the _p:-1r:~._3raphs, MATT!-IIAS emphasized the 

seriousness with which the British are studying the problem of 

negotiations with the Russians andz suggested that West German 
Chancellor Adenauer may feel that the increased degree of US dependence 

on IRBM bases yives him considerable leverafie in determining Germany's 

rolaticns with the Western alliance. 

LANGER doubted that the West European powers will seriously undertake 

negotiaticn with the USSR in the face of US opposition but expressed 

the opinicn that if they did, it would severely damage the Western 

alliance. BOWIE pointed out that if the Western European desire for 

negotiations was this intense, we would probably not oppose it. 

THE DIREXZTOR expressed doubt that the USSR has any interest in 

.17- 
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negotiations with any single European Pvwer, except on terms of that 

power adopting neutralism. He agreed with ARMSTRONG that the German 

question is probably an exception to this. It was generally agreed 

that a rcdraft of the final sentences of para. 33 would be desirable. 

SMETH inquired what the West European countries other than Germany 

have to negotiate with the USSR about? BLACK suggested the possibility 

of their asking the USSR what would you give us if we expelled the 

NATO bases. THE DIRECTOR pointed out that the USSR would gain little 

from negotiations with one country to expel the bases as long as other 

countries maintained them. MILLIKAN suggested, however, that the 

preeeden-t‘ would be valuable. - 

Preliminary to a discussicn of para. 35, MAT'I*{IAS summarized 

recent developments in the direction of an independent Western European 

military policy. MILLIKAN felt that these should be a source of worry 
to the USSR. DIRECTOR said the Russians are worrying about them. 

He added that some of the European powers, lookim: back to 1911; and 

1939, may feel that develogoment of their own nuclear capability is 
the one way to ensure US involvement in any future conflict in which 
they may become engaged. They feel, he sugggfested, that as long 

-18- 
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as the US is the only Western power to have a nuclear -Qapability, 

the US might draw back and leave them in the event of ~a ‘non-nuclear 

conflict. 

MIILLIKAN and BOWIE said thisfshould strengthen NATO considerably. 

THE DIRECTOR agreed -- but felt it would do so only if the US can be 

sure that the European capability will be used if the US alone were 

attacked. SMITH added that the European Powers might not be desirous 

cf getting involved in a conflict, perhaps vital to US interests, 

which began in a distant area, such as Iran.
_ 

STRAYER said that what the Western European countries really ' 

want is to maintain their independence. Until they develop their own 

capability, they will remain dependent on the support of American 

retaliatory power. When they have developed an independent capability, 

they may feel that they can stay out of conflicts in which Europe is 

not directly involved. BOWIE indicated that he would not be surprised 

to see the Western European position made explicit when an independent 

nuclear capability is attained: "We have our own capability now. 

Americans go home from West and Russians from East Europe." 

-19,. 
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THE DIRECTOR recommended rewording of para. 35 in the light of 
the discusgion -- especially the third sentence. He suggested that 
it be made clear that the Western European military capability being 
discussed was a enuclear one and that a substitute be found for the 
phrase "minor aggression." SMITH added that the development of an 
independent capability and its implications may occur somewhat more 
quickly than we have indicated and that perhaps "neutral" might be 
a better word than "independent" to describe it. He also thought 
it might be worthhile to consider the implications of a war arising 
outside Europe which involved US but not European interests. 

J anuary 1958 . 

(Morning Session, 2h January) 

SMITH reopened consideration of the World Situation paper by 
proposing to focus the first part of the morning's discussion on two 
questions concerning the power conflict between the US and the USSR. 
Referring" to para. 62, he asked the consultants to ponder: (1) the 
probable Soviet view of the nature of future armed conflicts, both 

n 20 Q 
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limited and general wars; and (2) the probable estimate of the US 
views on these matters as held by Soviet policymakers, Recalling 

Toynbee's precept that the establishment of democratic systems and 

industrialization made general wars possible, he queried whether 

the Soviets conduct their policy planning on the basis of an assuption 
that limited war is possible -- and whether they feel we are capable 
of limiting a conflict in which we might become engaged. He proposed 
the use of geographical rather than weapons limitations in considering 
these questions. 

KNORR interjected that curbing the SAC of both sides was a 
primary condition of limitation. Analyzing probable Soviet reasoning 
a propos limiting hostilities, he observed that since each side 
knew the other could destroy it, incentives to impose limdts were 
strong. However, he felt the Soviets would regard the US capacity S 

to limit war as lower than the S0viet's because our military force 
was less flexible, Hence, he thought that the Soviets might be 
inhibited from aggravating dangerous situations, or even from under- 
taking limited hostilities for fear that the only riposte open to 
us would be all out nuclear repaisal. ARMSTRONG refused to accept this 
thesis entirely, pointing out that the Soviet planners were also aware 
that the factor of cautious restraint would stay the US hand. 
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BGNIE reminded the group that the Soviets were likely to select 

areas and issues of combat which would divide the Western allies 

rather than confront them with clear out choices. In such cases he 

felt the Soviets would have the advantage of anticipating US reluctance 

to resort to all-out war. BOWIE then tabled what he felt was the 

most dangerous possibility for the future -~ namely that the US and 

the Soviets having subverted two competing lesser states would confront 

one another suddenly as champions of their respective proteges. LANGER 

painted out that there had been very little actual infiltration of 

Soviet soldiers or citizens in Korea and Indo China, probably because 

the USSR was unwilling to provide motivations for US attadc on its 

homeland. KNORR responded that he felt that if Soviet pilots had 

engaged US squadrons, this too would have been an indcation that 

limits were acceptable. LANGER felt the Soviet Union would not allow 

hostilities between the two principal adversaries to become so direct 

before pulling off its gloves. 

SMETH then sketched out a hypothetical situation in which US 

backed Turkey invaded Soviet supported Syria. MOSELY stated that 

the USSR would very promptly move into Turkey. MILLIKAN felt they 

would more likely hestitate briefly, first giving full warning to 
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major European cities and branding the aggressor before the UN. 

LANGER observed that the Soviet decision would be based ultimately 

on whether Syria was worth more to them than Turkey was to the West. 

THE DIRECTOR said it would not be Syria that was in the scales, but 

Soviet national prestiye. KNORR responded to this reark that a 

decision by the Soviets to withdraw, or not to marchweould in today's 

situationresult in their winning enormous prestige as the preservers 

of world peace. THE DIRECTOR remarked that our restraint during the 

Hungarian uprising had won the US no prestige. 

MOSELY, pointing out that the discussion seemed to emphasize the 

delicacy of making accurate assumption about the other fe1low's motives 

in times of passionate crisis, returned to his earlier stated.hypothesis 

that preventive war was now at least a possible option for Soviet 

decision makers. This course might, he felt, offer attractions when 

the imponderables in any given situation became so difficult to 

estimate that they risked the chance of serious miscalculation. THE 

DIRECTOR, reinforced by BULL, stated that he felt this choice would 

not he available to the Soviet Union until 1959-60. 
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A rather rambling discussion of different foreign policies that 

the Soviets might pursue in the next few years ensued. The various 

options mentioned in paras. 18 and 62 of the draft, economic penetration, 
war by proxy, infiltration, etc., were touched on by several consultants. 
The general opinion seemed to cluster around two points: ((1) that 

non-mlitary tactics were serving the Soviets well, and hence would 
be employed extensively, and (2) that restraints on the use of force 
operated differently on the US and USSR. 

In response to MOSELY's reiteration of the possibility ofgreventive 

war, THE DIRECTOR remarked that he felt the Soviet leaders did not 
want to provoke such a calamity, and further that the Soviet people 
were not willfully destructive and had little interest in world conquest. 
He insisted that the decision to launch preventive war would.n2t simply 
be a fuction of the degree of superiority in destructive power which 
the Soviets might some day feel they had achieved over the US. On the 
other hand, THE DIRECTOR questioned where -- at least in Europe -- a 

war-byaproxy might take place. He also underlined his earlier position 
by observing that a nation cannot win confidence in the world's chancellories 
by backing out of situations theatening danger. LINDER differed with 
THE DIRECTOR to the extent that he felt the Soviets would be less 
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inhibited from risking war than the US, and hence night push crisis 
situations belligerently. He suggested that the Soviet leaders were 
at least subconsciously persuaded by their own personal doctrinal 
equipment that in any catastrophic war between East and West, the 
West could not recover because of the internal contradictions of 
capitalism. 

MILLIKAN referred to p. b5 of the estimate and said that he was 
disturbed by the implication here that US-Soviet troop confrontation T 

will lead to general war hecausc, in effect, we (the US) would not 
let such a confrontation remain limited. He stated that, in his 
opinion, the Soviets mimht well try to keep a conflict limited. 

BOWIE stated that the Soviets may feel that they can make aggressive 
moves and not run a serious risk of meaningful US reaction. They may 
be inclined to reason that the situation since Hungary inhibits the 
West. This, plus the sputniks, is.perhaps alarming. 

ARMSTRONG remarked that the discussion was dealing with present 
dangers and was assuming a lessening of this danger when the US 
had ICBM capabilities. But suppose, he said, the Soviets can counter 
the ICBM by the time we have it -9 wouldn't ths change our prognosis? 
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MOSELY answered, asserting that Moscow would feel in that event 
that they had us neutralized, HOWIE wasn't so sure and said that 
the key in such a situation would be the degree of Soviet certainty -- 
how could they v feel certain that they had us neutralized? KNORR e er 

agreed and stated that it is very unlikely that either side will ever 
possess clear-cut superiority. 

STRAYER, referring to paae hS in the draft, suggested that the 
last two sentences be rewritten in order to clarify and amplify the 
thought. Obviously, he said, it will be easier to prevent a general 
war if limited wars involve the US and USSR only by proxy, in remote 
areas, where prestige would not be a vital factor. The closer a 
limited war is to major areas of interest to the big powers, the harder 
it will be to keep it limited. 

BULL raised a specific example of a wossible limited war: Suppose 
the Soviets went into Iran, and then the US entered, with both sides 
intending to limit the conflict. What would the US reaction be if 
it were realized that, if the war remained limited, the US was going 
to lose? He asked if American leaders could then go to the public 
and say "we give up?" Would American willingness to enter such 
limited wars -- and to keep them limited -- eventually result in our 
being "nibbled to death?" ‘ 
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MELLIKAN stated that the U8 won't be able gto limit war unless 

it accepts the "nibbling proposition" -V i.e. the US might lose one 

such war but would counter by its entry in another. KNOFLR agreed, 

saying that even if you lose one you have a chance of winning the 

next. The real comparison here should be between the losses involved 
in losing limited wars and losses involved 

/in "raising the ante" -- there should be no interest in raising the 

ante if in the process you destroy everybody. 

A general discussion, involving the definition of "limited" 

and "brush-fire" wars followed. AMORY said Iran was not a good 

example since it was‘ too "blue chip" an area to he brush-fire, 

LANGEH disagreed. SMITH pointed to Korea as a limited war and traced 

it in terms of US objectives -- first, a very limited US objective, 

which then was expanded after successes, and then amended again 

after defeats. The end result was a compromise. 

SMITH then shifted the discussion to a consideration of the 

first six paragraphs of the draft, which serve as a generalized 

introduction. Did the consultants have any particular reactions 

to these paragraphs? 
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EOWIE expressed his view that the introduction w=s too short-term 

a "cataclysmic frameworkg" it should reflect a longerwrange view. 

AMORY commented that it dealt with two things -- the shift in US 

prestiLe and the general long-range view; paragraph 1 did not really 

distinguish between the two and failed in its objectives. SMTH remarked 

that perhaps the paper made too much of the short-term, obscuring the 

distinction between short and long-term. 

THE DIRECTOR said the paper over-emphasized US loss of influence 

and observed that, in his opinion, the Soviets are lOSing influence 

in many parts of the world. MELLIKAN questioned the phrase "shining 

example" as applied to the USSR, and LANCER wondered if the US really 

had suffered a loss in moral influence. 

THE DIRECTOR called attention tc oaragranh h, line h and 

questioned the statement about the "world's respect" for Soviet 

"intellectual and economic accoplishments," He would not mind the 

use of "scientific" but objected to the use of "intellectual". In
h 

the intellectual field, he said, the Soviet accomplishment is the most 

"barren since the Dark Ages." ARMSTRGNG added that the USSR has 

substituted scientific progress for cultural progress and has "exploited" 
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more than it has "created." SMTH-said that perhaps 'inte11ectua1" 

is too broad but that "scientific" is too narrow after LENDER had 

noted that the Soviets were.getting a lot of people well-educated. 

MILLIKAN stated that the real point is that the Soviets have 

undermined the anti-Commuist belief that the Soviet system is 

"intellectually stifling in all directions." 

~ Referring to paragraph 6, LINDER said that to assume that the 

peoples of the world are really ccncerned with world affairs is going 

too far. The estimate should talk of attitudes in terms of governmental 

attitudes. 

BOWIE observed that too much was made of actual changes. It's 

not so much that, he said, as the fact that we have been "jolted" 

by sputnik into greater realism; the paper almost has a "Jeremiah 

quality." 

Prior to his departure, THE2DIRECTOR commented generally that 

the paper was a wood one, but that, as the head of an agency which 

has dealt with Soviet capabilities, he thought it a "little too alarmist." 

He thought that the discussions with the consultants had been extremely 
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useful, and suggested that a. new section be added to the paper to deal 

with Soviet problems, from the point of view of the Soviet planner. 

He also referred to the desirability cf another estimate to discuss 

US initiative in non-military fields.-
I 

THE DIRECTOR concluded by stressing his interest in discussions 

of the limited war concept and in the difficulties the US may face 

in attempting to counter Communist take-overs. In this respect, 

"Black Africa may be the sputnik of the next five years." 
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After a short halt in the proceedings,’ Qiomssicn of the World 
Situation paper was resumed. The consultants covered a broad range 

of points, but there was little effort to Bynthesize the various views 

expressed, because no concensus emerged. The first phase of the talks 

centered on Soviet accomplishments in non-‘military affairs. AMORY 

kicked off the discussion by observing that there was a danger of 

underestimating the degree to which the Soviet people consider their 

society a successful welfare State. This led to perusal of other 

satisfactions in Soviet life and to consideration of achievements that 

contributed to domestic tranquillity. There was no agreement as to 

whether Soviet advances in science could be interpolated to suggest 

significant overall intellectual accomplishment, but at the insistence 

of LINDER, formidable "educational" gains were noted, BLACK and 

ARMSTRONG disagreed as to whether Soviet higher education was available 

to large enough numbers. 

SMITH shifted the discussion to the economics content of the paper 

(specifically paras. S9 and 60). He suggested that the world might be 

conveniently divided into those countries which would be harshly 

affected by US recession and those that would not be. LINDER (with 

KNORR concurring) stated that he felt there might be a- touch of over- 

emphasis in the paper as to the effect of US recession on Ehrope. 
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After some detailed discussions of the paragraphs in -question, AMORY 

summarized the relatively more optimistic views of the consultant 

economists by suggesting that European sensitivity to fluctuations in 

the US economy was diminishing as their long range investment plans 

began to bear fruit in the fom of increased and more varied productive 
capacities. SPRAYER observed that economic pressures on Europe were 

likely to wring from. other causes, citing the closing of the Suez - 

Canal as an example. The general view was the Ezropean economies were 

on the whole reasonably sound, and that slowing up in the rate of 

growth could be attributed to gear-shifting and salutory efforts by 

the French and British to check inflation. 

The concluding time was spent on a general discussion of the sig- 

nificance of mutual deterrence in effecting basic policy decisions. 

Three general positions emerged: (1) LANGER argued that flme Soviets' 

fear of the US would probably equal our fear of them; MILLIKAN saw 

little comfort in this, expressing the misgiving that doctrinaire com- 

munists might conclude the leaders of a decaying capitalism would strike 

out blindly in desperation against them, and hence would be less ' 

reasonable themselves. MATIHIAS pointed out that fear of large wars 

also now created hesitations about starting small ones which might 

develop uncontrollably. (2) MOSELY and BOWIE were less optimistic about 
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the equilibrium achieved in a condition ofimttzal detergence; the latter 

noted that deterrents needed constant sharing up to ranain effective, 

they were not automatic. (3) A third position was advanced in which 

the danger of war was seen as at least in part attributable‘ to technical 

factors. AMORY and‘ KENT spoke to the proposition that under conditions 

of mutual deterrence, marked by bluffing and counter bluffing of both 

sides, the technical commitment to attack at some moment might become 

progressively firmer until a point was reached where the act became 

irrevocable. KENT, observed that the indications systems of both sides 

were so delicate that alerts might be conceivably signalled although 

no actual hostile step had been taken. 

The discussions ended with the expression of several views as to 

Soviet motives in calling for summit negotiations. LANGER felt it was 

a time-gaining device while ICBM8 were being perfected. KNORR disagreed 

strongly. He felt that the Soviets were making a calculated effort to 

reduce nuclear armaments so that they would be unchallengeable in a 

world where power was measured in conventional military terms. 3/IITH 

concluded by suggesting that the USSR was seriously interested in 

reducing the tens ions of cold war competition, estimating it could best 

develop its potentialities in a more relaxed mrld atmosphere. 
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